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Motivation

Single Image Neural Network Textured 3D Mesh

Our aim is to reconstruct the shape and texture of
an object from single or multi-view images:

Many recent learning-based reconstruction methods
represent 3D geometry and texture implicitly

Voxel Point Cloud Mesh Implicit

In contrast to previous representations, they do not
discretize space and are not restricted in topology 

However, existing methods require 3D ground
truth information for training

How can we infer implicit
3D representations

without 3D supervision?

We propose to differentiably render implicit representations

We derive an analytic expression for the gradient of the depth
with respect to the network parameters

1. March along ray to find first
interval of occupancy change
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2. Find surface point     
as root in this interval

3. Evaluate           to get RGB
color value and insert at pixel      
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Our Contribution

We want to apply our method to not only synthetic
but also real-world imagery:

Hence, they are restricted to synthetic data and
it is unclear how to scale to real-world imagery

We can train without 3D supervision

We get an exact formula without approximation

We do not need to store any intermediate steps
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Multi-View Real-World Images Textured 3D Mesh

We want to train with only multi-view images, 
object masks and optional depth depths as supervision


